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Abstract-Dahlquist[ I] established that the most accurate unconditionally stable linear multistep 
scheme is the second order 2-step scheme developed by Ritchtmyer and Morton ([4], p. 263). A 
one leg equivalent of this is hereby proposed. The resultant scheme is a (1, 1) Padk approximation 
and hence P-stable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper considers the second order initial value problem (ivp) 
Y”=f(x,Y),Y(a)=Yo,Y’ta)=vl (1.1) 
whose solutions are often highly oscillatory in nature. 
The conventional linear multistep method (LMM) for (1.1) can be described as 
where E is the shift operator: 
The stability polymonial Q(z, r) for (1.2) can be obtained as 
where Q,(z’) are poIynomia~s in z2_ 
11.5) 
DEFINITION (Huirer 121) 
The solution of Q(z, r) = 0 is of order @ > 0), iff one of the principal roots (I~ say) 
satisfies 
lim ez - T](Z) = Cz”“l + O(zp+$ 0.6) z-a 
with the error constant C of r&r) nonzero. 
With the polynomial P,(z) given by 
P,(z) = 1 + + + 
s(s - 1) 22 s(s - l)....l s 
2s(2s - l)F+ ‘*.**I +(2S)(2S - I)...@ -I- 1,S (1.7) 
is a (i._j) Padt approximation to e’. 
I 
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Hence, the following equation 
Qk r) = (P,( - z)r - P,(z))(PJz)r - P,( - 2)) (1.8) 
is identical to (1.5). 
DEFINITION 
The method (1.3) is said to be P-stable provided all the roots of Q (iv. r) = 0, (,I. real) 
lie on the unit circle. 
Dahlquist[l] established that the most accurate P-stable scheme in class (1.2) is due 
to Ritchmyer and Morton[4], p. 263) and is given as 
Y”?n+2 - Yn+, +Y, = Wh’CI;,+,  X+, +L). (1.9) 
Lambert and Watson[3] developed some symmetric LMM, i.e. (1.2) whereby 
aJ=ak-J . 
B, = a 
I 
_ J = 0(1&k even. 
k I 
(1.10) 
Although such methods are not necessarily P-stable they possess nonvanishing interval of 
periodicity. 
A contractive numerical integrator for the first order ivp 
Y’=f(x,y),y(a) =Yo (1.11) 
is given by 
P 69Y” = wvd~ WY,>t (1.12) 
en = k &G +/, x,, = a + nh 
j=O 
with polynomials p(E) and a(E) given by (1.4). Such schemes are particularly effective in 
the numerical solution of Stiff ivp. Nevanlinna and Liniger[S] discussed the theory of this 
class of methods. 
In this report, we embed the idea of exponential fitting into contractivity to generate 
a P-stable one leg multistep scheme for the second order initial value problems (1.1). 
2. ONE LEG MULTISTEP SCHEME 
A one leg multistep scheme for the second order ivp (1.1) is given as 
(2.1) 
5, fl, real, ak # 0, x, = a + nh. 
Equation (2.1) is normalized such that $ 8, = 1 and can be compactly expressed as 
J=o 
P (E)Y, =f(k d~lY”)~ 
where 
0, = g(E)x,. 
We now confine our discussion to the 2-step method, i.e. (2.1) with k = 2. 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
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The appIicatjon of eqns (2. I) in (2.9) for the case k = 2 leads to the stability polynomial 
(1.5). i.e. 
where 
Qj(z2) = Q, - j3$, i = 0( 1)2. (2.5) 
With 
and for Q(:, Y) to be a (1, 1) Pade approximation to e:, the fot~owing constraint is 
necessary: 
Qk rl= V',(- z)y - f'dz))U',(z)r - f',( - z>> 
= (I - 1/4z2)r2 - (2 -I- 1/2Z!*jr + (1 - l/42?). (2.71 
Comparing (2.4) with (2.7) gives the coefficient of the 2-step one Ieg method as 
Y~+z-2~,+,+Y*=h2f(~“+1,1/4Y,+z+1/2Yn+1+114Y,) (2.X) 
which is equivalent to (I .9) for the test problem 
y“ + A*y = 0, E. real. (2.9) 
3. Numerical EXPERIMENT 
We consider the nearly periodic initial value problem discussed by Lambert and 
Watson 133: 
y”+y =0.001e’“*_Y(0)= l,y’(O)=O (3.1) 
whose theoreticat solution is 
Y(X) = u(x) + iv(x), 
u(x) = cos x + 0.0005~ sin x (3.2) 
Y(X) = sin x - 0.0005~ 60s x. 
System (3.1) was solved numerically with the scheme (2.8) in the interval 0 ( x 140~; 
which correspond to 20 orbits of the point y(x). The integration was effected with uniform 
meshsizes {h jh = 2-q . R, q = 3(t)lO). The PECE mode was implemented using the pre- 
dictor specified as 
As evident in Table 1, aI1 the solutions generated by the new scheme spiral outward in 
agreement with the theoretical sotution while it was shown in Lambert & Watson [3] that the 
solutions generated with the stormer Cowell five step scheme 
spiral inward. 
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Table 1, Numerical solution to Problem (3.1). x( = 40 rr, 
r (x,) = (JQ(x,)Z + v*(x#) = 1.00197 
h = ~12’1 Estimate of 5(x/) lo6 x Error in r 
4 5 106 x (5 - 5(x,)) 
3 1.05365 51682 
4 1.01523 132600 
5 1.00515 11803 
6 1.00276 791 
7 1.00217 198 
8 1.00202 49 
9 1.00198 12 
10 1.00197 3 
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